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1.^INTRODUCTION 

The survey described in this Record covered an area (Plate 1)
of approximately 400 square miles in the vicinity of the town of Inverell,
N.S.W. and was done at the request of the New South Walos Department of
Mines.

Within the survey area are the villages of Tingha2 Stannifer,
and Elsmore3 alluvial tin ore has been mined in this district since
1871.

The purpose of the aeromagnetic survey was to try to outline
the courses of the various deep leads with which the alluvial tin is
associated. A radiometric survey, designed to indicate areas in which
uranium minerals might occur, was carried out concurrently with the
magnetic survey.

The magnetic method of geophysical surveying had previously
been successfully applied in ground surveys by Rayner (1932), to the
tracing of basalt-filled deep leads in the area of the porlont survey,
and later in the neighbouring areas of Emmaville (Rayner, 1937a) and
Stannum (Rayner, 1937b). At those places appreciable magnetic anomalies
were found to be associated with unweathered basalt, and the magnitude
of the anomaly could be correlated with the thickness of basalt. It -
was therefore considered that the aeromagnetic method also would be
applicable to the problem of tracing basalt-filled deep leads.

The survey was conducted during May 1958 by a survey team
using a DC.3 aircraft (VH-MIN) based at Inverell airport.

The following Bureau personnel were engaged upon the survey: -
W.A.L. Forsyth, Miss C.O. Leary (Geophysicists), F.S. Clements (Senior
Technician, Radio), N. Hamilton (Geophysical Assistant) and H.S. Herzog
(Field Assistant).

Trans-Australia Airlines crew concerned were Captain N.K. Pascoe,
First Office D.E. Wright, and J. Maskell, Engineer.

2.^GEOLOGY OF THE AREA

The rocks are sedimentary, not older than Lower Permo-
Carboniferous or Carboniferous, and have been intruded by two granites
(Carrie, 1911).

The first intrusion was by the "Tingha" granite, a light-
coloured porphyritic granite of medium to coarse grain. The later
intrusion was by a finer-grained eurite granite, described by Came
as the "acid" granite. Tin lodes occurred in the granites and, under
the influence of weathering, the lodes gave rise to the alluvial tin
deposits which have been extensively worked. Much of the area was
later covered by basalt flows, which filled many of the river valleye
and thus covered much of the stanniferous alluvium. This action gave
rise to the "deep leads", the location of which was the main purpose of
the aeromagnetic survey. Plate 3 is a geological map of the area
after Carne (1911).
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3. SURVEY METHOD

The survey area was covered by flying parallel north-south
traverses at^spacing, the orientation being designed to produce
magnetic profiles intersecting the geological strike approximately
at right angles.

The aircraft was flown at a nominal height of 500 ft above
ground; the actual height above ground usually differed from this figure
by up to 50 ft, owing to instrumental and pilot errors and sudden up-
draughts.^During the approach to and passage over particularly rugged
terrain the height error was considerably greater than 50 ft.

Tie-lines were flown to establish the differences between
the magnetic datums of individual profiles; such differences are due
to diurnal variation and instrumental drift. Two tie-lines were flown
in an east-west direction to intersect all flight lines approximately
3 miles inside the northern and southern boundaries of the survey area.
In each case, the tie-line was reflown on the opposite heading immediately
on completion of the first leg. This technique allows the effects of
diurnal variation and instrumental drift to be eliminated from the magnetic
profile along the tie-lino.

The aircraft was navigated with the aid of aerial photographs;
the photographs had been marked with parallel lines representing the
proposed flight lines. At intervals along each flight line the pilots
marked the photographs to show the approximate position of the aircraft
relative to recognisable ground details.^Simultaneously, corresponding
annotations were made on the recorder charts.

A continuous vertical photographic record of the aircraft
track was made during flight, thus enabling the track to be plotted on
the photographic mosaics.

Extreme difficulty in navigation was experienced owing to
unusually largo variations in scale between adjacent aerial photographs,
which caused mis-matching of topographical detail at the junction of
photographs in the mosaics. The actual flight lines therefore departed
widely from the desired system of uniformly spaced parallel lines.

4. EQUIPMENT USED

The magnetic equipment in VH-MIN consisted of a saturable-core
fluxgate magnetometer, type AN/ASQ-1, the detector head of which was
located at the end of a cylindrical boom projecting from the tail of the
aircraft. This location reduces to a minimum the magnetic disturbance,
at the detector head, due to the magnetism of the aircraft. The
residual disturbance was further reduced by means of compensating
coils mounted in the boom. The output of the magnetometer, representing
a continuous measurement of variations in the total intensity of the
oarthls magnetic field, was recorded graphically on a "Speedomax"
potentiometric recorder.
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The radiometric equipment used consisted of two MEL
scintillation detectors, the outputs of which were integrated by an
MEL radiation monitor and recorded by an Esterline-Angus graphic
recorder.

For continuous monitoring of the aircraft's height
above the ground, use was made of an S.T.C. Type STR30A frequency-
modulated radio altimeter operating in the 7-cm wavelength band.
The altitude profile was recorded on an Esterline-Angus Recorder.

The track of the aircraft was continuously recorded by
means of an "Aeropath" continuous-strip 35-mm camera, and the track
corresponding to each flight line can thus be plotted on the aerial
photographic mosaics.

All recorder charts and photographic records were correlated
by means of fiducial marks on the recorder charts and fiducial marks
and counter numbers on strip film.

5.^RESULTS

(1) 142.,Mfabl-S

Plato 1 illustrates the distribution of total magnetic
field intensity as recorded by the airborne magnetometer. Comparison
of this map with the geological sketch map of portion of the survey area
(Plato 2) indicates that, in some places, changes in magnetic field
intensity may be correlated with the geology.

In general, the more intense magnetic anomalies are associated
with the occurrence of basalt flows. This relation is most evident along
the northern boundary of the survey area in the vicinity of the Macintyre
River and east-north-east of Tingha. The basalt filling the outlet of
the Gilgai deep lead, north of Gilgai, also gives rise to intense anomalies.

Magnetic anomalies, of appreciably lower intensity than those
associated with the basalt, occur over the area mapped by Carne as "acid"
granite 3 the magnetic field over the "Tingha" granite is almost free of
anomaly, apart from the regional gradient.

2) Radiometric 

No radiometric results are included in this report. Owing
to unserviceability of the scintillograph, radiometric profiles were
obtained over loss than half of the survey area, and accurate evaluation
of these records has proved impossible because of uncertainty as to the
height of the aircraft above ground level.

As granite intrusions in many areas have been found to be
considerably More radioactive than the surrounding rocks, the wide-spread
occurrence of granite in the rugged terrain of the survey area makes the
radiometric profiles particularly susceptible to the effects of variations
in aircraft height.



6. CONCLUSIONS 

Comparison of the magnetic contour plan (Plate 2) with
the geological sketch map indicates that the more intense magnetic
anomalies may be correlated with thick basalt flows. This,
conclusion is in agreement with the findings of Rayner (1931b), and
suggests that the magnetic contour map might serve as the basis for
selection of areas suitable for future detailed ground geophysical
and geological surveys.
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